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NOTHING BORES LIKE A BORZALL

Need a bigger hole but no room
to install a backreamer? Just bolt
on the FastReam blades and you
can ream up to a 12” hole.

NOTHING BORES LIKE A BORZALL

FASTBACK
INSTANT-CONNECT
PULLBACK
ATTACHMENTS.
A small, mud-filled pit is the last place
you want to change a drill bit. And now
you don’t have to, with the Fastback
family of Pullback devices from Melfred
Borzall. FastBack devices allow you to pull
back product without ever taking off the
drill head, so within minutes of completing
the pilot bore you’ll already be pulling
pipes back. Fast and easy underground
production that puts you ahead of the
curve… that’s the Borzall Edge.

Overall FastBack Assembly
Patent Pending

Special adapters for the FastBack
system incorporate dual MudBoost
fluid ports to ensure smooth, easy
pullback with maximum flow.

Carbide hardfacing strategically
placed by robot to increase the
life of your FastReam housing.

FastBack Fast Ream Style Housing
In a tight spot but still need a big hole for multiple
conduits? With FastReam Housing and Blades, you’re
able to enlarge a hole up to 12” without ever taking
the drill head off. Modeled after our Terminator
blades, FastReam blades just drop into
place and are secured with a bolt,
giving you an aggressive cutting
action to get the hole you need.
And the exclusive Mud Boost adapter allows for
maximum drill fluid to flow, ensuring a slick pullback.

We have FastBack pullback attachments for any
of our bits or blades. And our Borzall ValuDUB
swivel keeps everything held perfectly in line for
a smooth pullback.

NOTHING BORES LIKE A BORZALL

FastBack Iron Eye Pullback Device
The Iron Fist is an incredible addition to your HDD arsenal when
you’re up against cobble conditions. Instead of taking
the drill head off just to pullback a small duct, the Iron
Eye turns your Iron Fist into a great pullback device.
Just drop it onto your Iron Fist and secure it with the
bolts. The Iron Eye is loaded with carbide hardfacing to
make it one long-lasting tool, and with our ValuDUB Swivel,
your pullback will be smooth and fast.

FastBack Eagle Eye Pullback Device

FastBack Quick Swivel
The fastest and most secure way to get your
duct pulled back directly with your Borzall blade
is with the Quick Swivel. Just bolt on
this 5-ton swivel to your Excalibur or
UltraBit, and start pulling. The Quick
Swivel has the same incredible sealing
system and bearings as the ValuDub
swivels, plus a unique locking feature to ensure
it’s held in line with rotation, minimizing vibration
to maximize bearing life.

All Fast Back pullback attachments hold
the swivel in-line with rotation to minimze
vibration and extend tool life during pullback.

FastBack Quick Link Pullback Device

For those tough bores, the Eagle Claw is one of the best
selling HDD bits. And now it’s gotten even better with the
addition of the Eagle Eye pullback
attachment. With the Eagle Eye you’ll be
ready for direct pullback in a matter of
minutes. Just drop it onto your Eagle Claw
bit and secure it with the bolt. You’re in
tough conditions when you’re using the
Eagle Claw, so it’s built just as tough with
button carbides for wear and actual cutting if needed. And with
our ValuDUB Swivel, your pullback will be smooth and fast.

Already have a swivel and a Borzall blade? Get rid of those
weak and cumbersome shackles and step up
to the Quick Link pullback attachment. Simply
bolt it onto your Borzall blade and you’re ready
to attach a swivel to start pullback. And with a
Borzall ValuDUB Swivel, everything will be kept
on the centerline of rotation for a smooth, fast pullback.
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